PROnews

PRO CS-80E
Coin sorter
The PRO CS-80E combines easy-to-use features and unique value
to expand the boundaries of what a coin sorter can offer. Now
any organization can take advantage of the benefits of counting
and sorting large quantities of coins.

Icons:

Counting
Sorting
Batching
Value calculation

► FUNCTIONS AND ADVANTAGES










Counts and sorts Euro coins
Sorting by denomination in one “passage”
Counts total amount and the total quantity of each denomination
Batch of each denomination
Large funnel capacity
Automatic stop when any receiving tray is full
Convenient removal of commemorative coins of larger diameter
Easy to use

► TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

PRO CS-80E

Counting and sorting speed, coins/min

300

Funnel capacity, coins

up to 2000

Quantity of receiving trays

8

Receiving tray capacity, coins

1600

Power consumption, W

50 W

Power supply, V/Hz

~ 220; 50

Dimensions, mm

321x321x270

Net weight, kg

4,5

► EASY TO USE

The PRO CS-80E is adapted for counting and sorting Euro coins of different
denomination.

Sorting is performed in one operation. The coins are sorted into 8 trays by their
denomination.

During counting, when any tray is full, the machine stops counting automatically.

It is very easy to remove a full tray. To continue the counting, it is necessary to place
the empty tray back into the machine and then press the «START» button.

The funnel holds up to 2000 coins.

The display shows the total amount of mixed counted coins and the quantity of each
denomination.

An icon with the image of a corresponding denomination is placed on top of the each
receiving tray.

The touch panel is made of durable wear-resistant materials. All functions are performed by
gently pressing the buttons. The sealed panel eliminates the blocking of buttons and is protected
against liquid, dust, or other damaging elements.

Atypical and commemorative coins remain in a special slot which can be emptied quickly
and easily.

Thanks to the universal design, the PRO CS-80E perfectly fits in any office interior. The
packaging protects the detector during transportation or storage.

